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2396 R.M. Lieder et al.1. Conept of 4� -ray traking arraysThe investigation of new phenomena in atomi nulei requires the studyof their struture under extreme onditions at the boundary of stability,where the exitation energy, the spin, the ratio of protons and neutrons(isospin) or the total mass take extreme values. The most powerful meansfor suh studies is the high-preision -ray spetrosopy.The opportunities o�ered by beams of exoti nulei for researh in theareas of nulear struture physis and nulear astrophysis are exiting andworld-wide ativity in the onstrution of di�erent types of radioative beamfailities bears witness to the strong sienti� interest in the physis that anbe probed with suh beams. Exoti beams allow to approah and map thedrip line regions so that the very limits of nulear stability an be explored.Nulei far from stability allow us to amplify and isolate partiular aspets ofthe nulear interation and dynamis. Future work will involve, e.g., map-ping the neutron drip line, exploring the evolution of shell struture andneutron skins, developing a deeper understanding of proton-neutron pair-ing, reating further superheavy nulei and investigating the astrophysialr-proess path.Radioative beams an be produed with the ISOL or fragmentationtehniques. Espeially in the latter ase the �nal nulei to be studied anhave very high reoil veloities (up to v= = 0:5). Even though radioativeion beams from the next generation failities will be muh more intense, theexoti nulei of interest will be produed with low rates. A -ray spetrom-eter to study the produed nulei must, therefore, have the largest possibledetetion e�ieny, a very good spetral response, a high ount rate apa-bility and must allow for an optimal Doppler shift orretion. These featuresan only be provided by a new generation of spetrometers built from -raytraking detetors.The -ray traking detetors have been developed in the framework of theTMR Network Projet �Development of Gamma-Ray Traking Detetors for4� Gamma-Ray Arrays�. They onsist of high-fold segmented Ge detetorsand a front�end eletronis, based on digital signal proessing tehniques,whih allows to extrat energy, timing and spatial information on the inter-ations of a -ray in the Ge detetor by pulse shape analysis of its signals.Utilizing the information on the positions of the interation points and theenergies released at eah point the traks of the -rays in a Ge shell anbe reonstruted in three dimensions on the basis of the Compton satter-ing formula. Similar developments are arried out in the framework of theGRETA projet [1℄.



Development of -Ray Traking Detetors 2397Presently, the state-of-the-art with respet to 4� -detetor arrays isrepresented by Euroball in Europe and Gammasphere in the USA onsistingof individual as well as omposite and two-fold segmented Ge detetors,respetively, surrounded by Compton-suppression detetors [2℄. The -raytraking detetors allow to build a Ge detetor shell without any Compton-suppression detetor. Therefore, the overage of the total solid angle withGe is inreased by more than a fator of two with respet to Euroball andthe apability to add bak Compton-sattered -rays is optimised by theuse of -ray traking. The elements of a -ray traking array are: (i) high-fold segmented Ge detetors, (ii) digital signal proessing eletronis, (iii)pulse-shape analysis algorithms and (iv) traking algorithms.2. Elements of a -ray traking array2.1. High-fold segmented Ge detetorsIn order to ahieve a large traking e�ieny the positions at whihthe -rays interat inside the detetor volume, should be determined withan auray of 1�2 mm. This orresponds to an e�etive granularity ofapproximately 30000 voxels per Ge detetor. It is impossible to ahievesuh a granularity by a physial segmentation of the detetor. However,pulse shape analysis methods have been developed, whih an provide thisposition auray together with high resolution energy and time information.These methods require a medium level segmentation of the outer detetorontat into 36 segments.A 25-fold segmented ylindrial Ge detetor whih has six azimuthaland four longitudinal segmentations plus one entral irular segment atthe front has been developed. It has 25 old �eld-e�et transistors, onefor eah segment all plaed in the Ge rystal vauum hamber. The en-ergy resolutions of the front segments are � 2:5 keV, exept for the entralone for whih it is 1.8 keV, and those of the eighteen rear segments are� 2:0 keV. The reason is that the Ge detetor has a losed-end geometryleading to a radial eletrial �eld in the oaxial rear part of the detetor andto distortions from the radial �eld in its front part.2.2. Digital signal-proessing eletronisThe interation points of the -rays in the Ge detetor an be loalizedwith a muh higher auray than de�ned by the geometry of the segmentsif a pulse-shape analysis of the segment signals is arried out. This an beahieved by digital means only. The preampli�ed detetor signal has to bedigitized with at least 12 bit resolution and at a speed of at least 40 MSPS(million samples per seond) in order to preserve all relevant features of



2398 R.M. Lieder et al.the signal in its digital representation. It is the task of the digital proess-ing eletronis to digitize the preampli�er signal using an Analog-to-DigitalConverter (ADC) and to provide digital signal proessing hardware powerfulenough for on-line proessing of the signals. A -ray traking array onsist-ing of about 190 Ge detetors, whih are 36-fold segmented, will have almost7000 digital signal proessing hannels produing eah a primary data rateof 88 Mbyte/s. This requires a ompat digital signal proessing eletroniswith high omputing power for on-line data redution. In the ideal asethe whole information should be redued to only �ve values per interation:E , t and the three oordinates of the interation point.Digital signal proessing eletronis has been pioneered by the Jülihgroup in ooperation with the ompany �target system eletronis GmbH�Solingen, Germany through the development of the Pulse-Proessing ADC(PPADC) [3�5℄. The most advaned version of the PPADC has two 12 bit40 MSPS ADC's, one Programmable Logi Devie (PLD) and one DigitalSignal Proessor (DSP) on board providing enough omputing power toallow for pulse-shape analysis.Depending on the information whih has to be extrated from the Ge de-tetor pulses, di�erent optimized signal proessing algorithms exist or haveto be developed and applied. The time invariant Moving Window Deon-volution (MWD) for instane has been proven to be an optimal �lter, ifinformation about the released total energy E has to be extrated [4℄. Fortriggering, timing and pulse shape analysis only the leading edge of the sig-nal, i.e. a small part of the data stream is relevant. A trigger algorithm hasbeen developed whih allows to obtain a trigger e�ieny of 100% down to20 keV and 80% at 10 keV [5℄. For lifetime measurements and the extra-tion of the position information, a timing with a resolution of sub samplinginterval auray is needed. Therefore, a digital timing disriminator hasbeen designed, the algorithm of whih is simple and ompat enough to runon-line on the PPADC hardware. The onept is based on the idea thatthe original detetor signals are steplike in the very beginning. This meansthat for a given preampli�er response funtion a very well de�ned relationexists between the starting point of the signal and the amplitudes of the �rstfew samples measured. An algorithm based on this idea has been developedand implemented on the PPADC giving a time resolution of 8.5 ns for alarge-volume Ge detetor measured in oinidene with a plasti sintillatorfor a 60Co soure taking the full dynami range (E > 0 keV) [5℄.



Development of -Ray Traking Detetors 23992.3. Pulse-shape analysis algorithmsThe shapes of the urrent pulses, obtained from the harge pulses of theGe detetor preampli�er by di�erentiation, ontain the information aboutthe three-dimensional position of eah individual interation within the de-tetor volume and the energy released at eah interation. The trakinge�ieny, and hene the �nal performane of a omplete traking array,depends on the preision with whih this information an be extrated.Methods for a determination of the interation positions of -rays insegmented Ge detetors have been developed. They take into aount theshapes of the indued �real� and �mirror� signals. Real signals are measuredat the eletrodes of the segment, in whih an interation takes plae. Mirrorsignals are measured on the eletrodes of the neighbouring segments, whereno interation takes plae and are due to a apaitative oupling betweenthese segments and the moving harges.A pattern reognition system based on the wavelet transform of pream-pli�ed signals was investigated [6℄. To �nd an optimum wavelet transform,their properties were studied in view of the features of the urrent signalsof Ge detetors. A �wide-band� small support wavelet transform (WB4) hasbeen seleted for the proessing of the pulse shapes of the real and mirror sig-nals from the detetor segments. The wavelet oe�ients of the signals wereompared to data bases with wavelet oe�ients of signal shape types (pat-tern lasses) to identify the best �t via a �rst nearest neighbour algorithmand a alulation of the membership funtion of the identi�ed lass [6℄.The wavelet transform has been applied to simulated signals from a Gedetetor segmented in azimuthal and longitudinal diretions to determinethe interation oordinates in three dimensions [6℄. For a Ge detetor withan eight-fold azimuthal and a four-fold longitudinal segmentation it wasfound, that the interation positions an be determined with a resolution ofthe order of 1 mm3 for single events. Multiple hits may be resolved if theylie more than 2�3 mm apart. The position resolution depends on the noise.The limit of the position resolution is the dimension of the harge arrierloud produed in an interation, being � 1 mm.2.4. Development of traking algorithmsExtensive simulations of the interation of -radiation with Ge detetorshave been performed using the Monte Carlo ode GEANT. The simulationshave been arried out for a ertain detetor geometry and a standard setof -ray energies and -ray multipliities. For the energy distribution ofthe individual interations of a -ray in a Ge detetor it has been foundthat, rather independently of the initial -ray energy, most of the spetralintensity for photoeletri absorption lies somewhat above E � 100 keVwhereas the Compton sattering spetrum is peaked at a lower energy.



2400 R.M. Lieder et al.The suessful development of two alternative algorithms for -ray trak-ing has shown that it is a viable solution for the development of a newgeneration of 4� -ray arrays. (i) In one method a two-step proedure isapplied. At �rst lusters of interation points are identi�ed whih likely rep-resent the path of one -ray [7℄. Subsequently for eah luster, a test of allpermutations of the oordinates and energy depositions of the interationpoints against the Compton sattering formula is arried out in order todistinguish the aeptable sequenes from those that, beause of inompleteabsorption of the -ray, must be rejeted. (ii) The other approah startsfrom points likely to be the last of the interation sequene beause theyare assoiated with an energy deposition in the range of 100�300 keV andtraes the traks bak, step by step using the Compton sattering formulaand the ross setions for photo and Compton e�ets, to the origin of the-ray without assuming a preliminary lusterisation. This method is alled�baktraking� [8℄ and allows, in priniple, to disentangle the interationpoints of two -rays whih enter the detetor at a very lose distane. Forasades of 30 -rays and for an idealized spherial shell geometry, bothtraking algorithms give presently a reonstrution e�ieny of up to 60%for E = 1 MeV, depending on the assumed auray to whih the oordi-nates of the interation points an be determined. The performane of the�rst traking algorithm depends mainly on the orret identi�ation of thelusters while the baktraking is limited by the position resolution of theinteration points. For the baktraking algorithm the peak-to-total ratioand reonstrution e�ieny inrease with dereasing resolving distane [8℄emphasizing that the position resolution should be optimized.3. Design of the Advaned GAmma-Traking ArrayA European -ray traking array alled AGATA (Advaned GAmma-Traking Array) has been proposed. The geometrial struture of AGATA isbased on the geodesi tiling of a sphere with 180 hexagons and 12 pentagons.Owing to the symmetries of this spei� geometry three slightly di�erentirregular hexagons are needed. To minimise the spae between the detetorsthe hexagonal Ge detetors are ontained in 60 -ray traking modules. Eahryostat of the -ray traking module ontains three 36-fold segmented Gedetetors of hexagonal, tapered shape (8 m diameter at the rear side, 10m length). The pentagonal Ge detetors have individual ryostats. Theinner radius of AGATA is 17 m and the total solid angle overed by the Gematerial is lose to 80%.The total number of segments in the -detetor array AGATA is 6780.Together with pulse-shape analysis, this provides unpreedented positionresolution. Realisti simulations of the traking performane indiate an



Development of -Ray Traking Detetors 2401e�ieny of "ph = 40% and a peak-to-total ratio of P=T = 65% for a -rayenergy of E = 1 MeV and a -ray multipliity of M = 1. For a asadeof 30 -rays the orresponding values are "ph = 25% and P=T = 50%. Foromparison, the features of Euroball are "ph � 9% and P=T � 56% forM = 1 and "ph � 6% and P=T � 37% for M = 30. A key feature ofAGATA is the high preision for determining the emission diretion of thedeteted -quanta of < 1Æ. This ensures an energy resolution better than0.5% for transitions emitted from nulei reoiling at veloities as high as50% of the speed of light. This value is only a fator of two bigger than theintrinsi resolution of Ge detetors and is omparable with values urrentlyobserved with Euroball at 10 times smaller reoil veloities. AGATA willbe, depending on the experimental onditions, orders of magnitude morepowerful than all urrent and near-future arrays.4. ConlusionsIt an be onluded, that the basi priniples of -ray traking havebeen suessfully developed and that AGATA, a -ray traking array withsuperior features, an be built. Nevertheless, a large amount of detailedtehnial development is still required.This investigation is supported �nanially by the EU, under the TMRNetwork Projet ontrat ERBFMRXCT970123.REFERENCES[1℄ M.A. Deleplanque et al., Nul. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. A430, 292(1999).[2℄ R.M. Lieder, in Experimental Tehniques in Nulear Physis, eds. D.N. Poe-naru, W. Greiner, Walter de Gruyter, Berlin 1997, p. 137.[3℄ A. Georgiev, W. Gast, IEEE Trans. Nul. Si. 40, 770 (1993).[4℄ A. Georgiev, W. Gast, R.M. Lieder, IEEE Trans. Nul. Si. 41, 1116 (1994).[5℄ W. Gast, R.M. Lieder, L. Mihailesu, M.J. Rossewij, H. Brands, A. Georgiev,J. Stein, Th. Kröll, to be published in IEEE Trans. Nul. Si. (2001).[6℄ L. Mihailesu, Ph.D. thesis (2000), to be published as Jül Report (2001).[7℄ G.J. Shmid, M.A. Deleplanque, I.Y. Lee, F.S. Stephens, K. Vetter,R.M. Clark, R.M. Diamond, P. Fallon, A.O. Mahiavelli, R.W. MaLeod,Nul. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. A430, 69 (1999).[8℄ J. van der Marel, B. Cederwall, Nul. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. A437,538 (1999).


